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ABSTBACT
What can we learn
from women who survived,
about resilience
the great depression?
Vicky LH Follansbee
May 8, 1997
The following historical study explored the
characteristic of resilience or inner strength in women who
survived the Great Depression" For. the purpose of this
study, women were limited to white working class. The
research attempted to discover variables that supported
resilience and propelled women into sunrival mode. Women
searched desperately for employment and food to feed their
families - How did women cope with extremities produced by
the Depression? Us j-ng content analysis, this gualitative
study examined historical documents in search of common
factors that aided and supported resilience in women.
The data revealed story after story of hardship that
forced women to deal with long term adversity. The daLa did
not address the presence of nor offer explanation about inner
strength and resilience. This study addressed the importance
in creating awareness of one's .resilience through two
theoretical perspectives. It also discussed implications for
future study in social work poliey and practice-
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uI em a rrroman cone to speak for you.
I am a riloman speaking for us all . .,,
From the Rites of ancient Ripeninq, by Merider r.esueur
CHAPTER I I IIITRODUCTToN
Eistorical Overview fn the early twentieth century, the
Great Depression and the decade of the 1930s taxed the
strengrth, courag:e, hope, and the very life of individuals
across the country. People young and ol-d, female and ma1e,
lost jobs, lost possessions and many lost their self-respect.
"The disease of deprivation spread with sueh speed. and across
so many lines that there were few families in the tf. S. who
did not either experience or witness pain,. (Watkins, 1gg3).
One of those families, the author's grandparents and father,
lived in rural northwest Iowa, surviving meagerly by working
in smarr businesses. rn nineteen seventy nine, fry
grandmother, Gladys Johnson Hofstad, died and nearly sixty
years worth of diaries she kept cErme into my possession. It
was interest in her life, who she was, and how she survived
the Depression years that fueled my ow:r historical fer-ror and
desire to know more. !{anting to know her as a white working
class woman, mother, sister, friend and conununity member
through her words, keenly sparked the following work.
Though my grandmother's family did not farl apart as
many family structures did during the Depression years, they
struggled daily to make ends meet. Some families dissolved.
completely for a plethora of reasons directty related to loss
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of income, loss of job, loss of home, or inabirity to pay
rent. For many, work \iras nearly impossibre to f ind as
countless women and men were cut back in hours r ot pay, or
laid off entirely. Forced to secure any form of paid 1abor,
some took positions they would not have considered und.er
normal circumstances. Others could not find work for months,
even years at a time. The devastation of the Great
Depression left many people without resources or means to
su::vive. I'Ien, and in some cases women, abandoned their
families. People fe1l into depressed states of mind, and
some took their orlt,rl lives, "the suicid.e rate rose ZS* in four
years (Bauman & coode, 1988, p. 5)r', while others were able
to survive, somehow draruing on inner strength or sheer will .
The Great Depression did not stop most women. Working
class women, and wives of working class men came together in
sma1l and large groups across the country using their skil1s
to organize. They came together in support of common need.s
by organizing boycotts, demonstrations, barter networks and
food delivery systems (Evans, 1989; Or1eek , L993 ) - Accord.ing
to Orl-eck ( 1993 ) and Cayton, Gorn and williams ( 1993 ) , women
organized for political, economic and health reasons. In
cities across the US., New York, Seattle, Richmond and Flint,
I'Iichigan women took a stand- Societal attitudes toward
organized and working women ranged from skepticism to anger.
Though some women actually were communisL, labeling many
women as communist became a way of scapegoating.
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The Depression derailed peopres' 1ives, tearing apart
families and terminating employment. "Now, if it had been
rt€, I'Id of went right away and got another kind of work-.,
"r. te1l you there isn't any such thing as being idre for
people if they have any grumption. some people won,t trork,
too proud, too choosy or erse they're Lazy" (calkins, 1930,
p. 8). Not only did families change structure, they ,,also
feI1 apart from the strains of the Depression,, (Hermbold,
1987, p. 629 ) . Ahramovitz ( 1988 ) case study ( 1929 ) and
Trolander ( 1975 ) give account about how the Depression forced
relationships to crumble. " . . .female self-sacrifice resulted
in conflict between parents and daughters, between husbands
and wives, among mernbers of doubled-up households, and
between unattached women and their children and siblings"
(He1mbold, p. 629\.
Individuals in social senrice vrork and in Settlement
Houses around the country witnessed the Depression, s fallout
on a daily basis. Previously vrorking at home, married women
tried to find emplolrment when their laid-off spouses could
not. A mother of thirteen children, nine of whom were
living, "did a day's work when abre" reported a worker at
Northeast Neighborhood House in lulinneapolis. The worker
stated the mother was a "picture of stolid courage and
independence in the face of extreme hardship and loss of
opportunity" (Case Study, p. 1).
It was not unusual for husbands to leave families in
search of employment. Many did not return, leaving the
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woman and children to struggle alone, which often meant
moving in with a family member. Helmbold ( 1987 ) illustrates
the additional hardship for women and their families forced
to double-up, with the added expectation older children also
find work. Horrr did women move ahead in the face of
inordinate adversitye
For the purpose of this study and in reflection of the
data sources utJ-lized, "women" refers generally to white
working-cIass women. Some data used in the study comes from
diaries of the author's grandmother, a woman and mother from
a white $rorking-class family. The study acknovrledges that
African American women, farm women, Native American women,
Latino women, funmigrant women, lesbian women and. all women
affected by the Great Depressionf regardless of age, class or
riving situation, suffered major loss and injustice.
Further, the study acknowredges the presence of racism,
sexism, lack of education, being dis-abled and many other
barriers women faced, coupled with excessive hardships
generated by the Depression. This study does not sSrecifically
address these issues.
woman's Place The Great Depression forced people into
survival- mode reguiring an extreme level of strength and
fortitude. "The mood in that long cold winter of 1932-1933
was gloom unrelieved, despairing gIoom" (Bernstein t Lg-lo,
p. 14). By 1933, 15 million workers had lost their jobs
(Abramovitz, 1988; Bauman & Coode, 1988; Evans, 1989; Woloch,
I
1984 ) . Because gender division in labor was the rlormr the
paid labor force majority was male. Jobs that were open to
women were either domestically focused, service oriented such
as sewing or cleaning, or teaching or charity work
(Abramavitz, 1988; Evans, 1989; westin, L976). working women
invoked criticism and ridicule (Orleck, 1993), especially if
they were middle to upper class European American women.
Legislation "prohibited or limited" married women from
working (Evans, 1989) and '80t of Americans" believed home
was the proper place for women.
During this era, when mares were considered. the
"hreadwinners r " women were expected to maintain the home by
way of cooking, cleaniog, and performing other domestic
tasks. rf mothers, women were al-so expeeted to bear the
brunt of child rearing. In the crisis of the Depression,
women secured various forms of paid employment, usually away
from home- "rn those common experiences of wives, both
mothers and workers , " Lesueur defines a source of "women's
strength" ( 1927 
-L980, p. 135 ) . with loss of income in many
families, wives, sisters and older daughters went to work.
Though the income $ras desperately needed, this scenario most
often meant shame and humiliation for the family,
particularly , Lf the "breadlnrinner" was male. Iv1en across the
country lost jobs, income, and for many men, a purpose in
Iife (Bennett & Elder, 1979) . "Jobs were at such a preurium
that a woman took any job at any pay, just to be able to buy
bread." (Polacheck, 1989, p. 169). children's need for food
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and milk drove many women to take urhatever work they could
find. This desperate situation sometimes meant leavj-ng those
same children to fend for themselves - Older children were
routinely forced to leave school to find work and earn a few
extra dollars for the family. Sometimes the child's income
was the only income in the home. The "economic pressures of
the era combined with household needs continued to play a
central role in structuring the worklife of working mothers',
(Bennett & E1der, L979, p. 154).
Statement of Problem Hor,v did women of the Depression
su:-rive, maintain their sanity and fulfill the expectations
praced on them by society and family? what role, if any, did
resilience play in a woman's survival? What aided and
supported the Depression women, shoring up their resilience?
This historical study focused on strengths vilomen utilized,
while it explored the breadth of resilience. The research
attem.pted to discover rrhat variables may have assisted women
in maintaining and supporting their res j-Iience.
Research Purpose/Significance The purpose of this study
was to investigate avenues that supported and described hovr
resilience played a primary role in women's sunrival. The
literature presented some common themes about Depression Era
women as well as ind.ividual portraits of many women. What
were sources of personal strength for women? Where did their
resilience come from and how was it supported? What
10
variables factored into women maintaining resilience?
Historical l-iterature (Trolander 1975, a Woloch, 1984 ),
has shown that indeed women did survive. How exactly this
was accomplished is not addressed in the literature. What
did women do that allowed them to be strong? If resilience
bolstered women on their way through the Depression years,
hovr can we learn about this phenomenon in a r'ray that teaches
other women, young and oId? This study attempted to view the
portraits of women collectively in an effort to give voice to
the legacy given by our foremothers, that is, to recognLze
resilience as a resource to be tapped"
Summary As briefly described, the Great Depression was a
monumental period in our nation's history. Occurring nearly
seventy years ago, the legacy left is with us today. Women
were called upon by soeiety, by themselves and by the era in
which they lived, to pu1l together collectively as a way to
move through that hardship. Women did 'puII together' using
skills that enhanced resilience, as the next chapter
describes.
ffir,r -ryrh urcr f"l*[i*r;ii* Ltmr,t'rg
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CEAPTER 2: LIEERATURE REVIE?{
Defining Resilience There are many considerations to make
regarding resilience, the Great Depression, and women who
survived. To begin wiLh, cultural and societal expectations
imposed domesticity upon women, reqluiring them t'o remain at
home despite hardships experienced living on a meager income.
the data reviewed tell us that in spite of many hardship=,
women did what they could to survive the times including
bringingr income into the home. Helmbold, ( 1987 ) and Cayton,
Gorn and Williams ( 1993 ) | discuss extreme resourceful-ness
called upon by womenf a trait many shared though they ran
into barriers day after day. How did women gather up their
strength, their resilience?
Finding out specifically what resilience means is
another consideration. Definitions of resitience vary some
but generally speak of the ability to "bounce back. " Dorset
and Baber' s ( 19 93 ) dictionary def inition states , ,, L. the act
of leaping or springing back; a rebounding. . . 2 . the
guality of being resilient; bounce or spring back into shape,
position, etc. after being pressed or stretched; elasticity.
3. the ability to recover strength. spirits, good humor,
etc. quickly; buoyancy" (p. 1540). The American Heritage
Dictionary states that being resilient means "1. Capable of
returning to an original shape after being bent, stretehed or
compressed; elastic. 2. Recovering quickly, as from
misfortune or illness" (p. 586 ) .
\
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In considering resilience from a study of older women,
wagnild and Young ( 1990 ) found that women ,,foIlowing
adversity, can bounce back. The concept of resilience
connotes emotional stamina and has been used to describe
persons who display courage and adaptability in the wake of
life's misfortunes" (p. 254\ . The aspects of resil-ience
encompass the ability to adapt to the situation. Women of
the thirties did so with resourcefulness, using whatever
mental or physical meErns they had-
Protective Factors fn the past decade, several studies
Iooking at children have taken place involving "resilience',
and "protective factors" (Benson, 1993; Garmezy & Iulasten,
1986; I-lolony 1995; Rak & Patterson Lgg6i Rutter, LSBT i
wagnird & Young, 1990; ). A study conducted by Garmezy &
I-lasten, "rinked concepts of risk, vrrlnerability and
protective factors" (p. 509). Identified attributes such dsr
hardiness, anttonofry, posrtive socia-L oruent ation, seTf-esteem
and related qualities, a.bsence of faniTy discord, external,
aduLt support, (p. 511), according to the study, Iessened
risk of maradaptive behavior, " . ..the study of risk and
proteetive factors that seemingly influence the development
of competent or mal-adaptive behavior" (Garmezy & Ivlasten, 1986
p" 501 ) . Guetzloe ( 1994 ) reports in longitudinal studies of
"offspring of schizophrenics" (p. 3), that similar, recurring
themes such ds , an easy temperannent I presence of a trusXing
adult, informai support, creativity and coTlaboratrve
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progralnsr have aided these children in their "abilities to
thrive under the most adverse circumstances', (p. 3) .
Resilienee and Women Historians agree that the Great
Depression "challenged adaptive powers of American Families,.
(Bauman & coode, L988), and that women did what. they needed
in order to survive. What can be observed is that women
demonstrated inordinate strength and resilience. Working
class women and women who were not gainfully employed sought
other means of sunrival if a paid job was inaccessible. They
took in boarders, did sewing, laundry and cleaning for other
peopre; they baked, patched clothes, re-used every piece
untir there was nothing left but rags (Helmbo1d, 19BT;
Hofstad, 1934; westin, 1976). women learned how to ,make do,
with what was available to them. A mother of nine living
children reported. "susan and Neda will have to stay out of
school as they have no shoes or over-shoes. I cannot patch
the clothes any more, they are all patehes" (case study,
1928). "Historically invisible average women learned to make
do or do without" (Westin, L976, p. ix) .
Providittg food and clothing for ones family became a
huge challenge - " In middle-c1ass homes across the country
women planted vegetables instead of flowers; quilted with
neighbors; begged feed and flour sacks for dress material and
learned to stretch a husband's salary that was cut 40t in
L932* (p. x). Some hotr women managed to get used to having
much less in their 1ives, "They had an unassuming courage:
L4
'We had no choice. We just did what had to be done one day
at a time" (p. 4). "oh there.s a rot of ways to do, when you
have to. when you have to do, you'I1 do', ( zandy, 1990, p.
85) . According to westin, a familiar saying went, ,,use it
up, wear it out, make it do, or d.o without" lLgTGt p. ix).
Amid adapting to the situation, ,,a host of American
writers and social scientists expressed. concern about the
social and psychological resiliency of the nations basic
institution the famiIy,, (Bauman & coode, 1ggg, p. 7]ll .
The Depression cut an enormous swath across every age and
class of women. Some were able to adapt, while others were
not. A young 18 year old mother of trro for example, was
abandoned by her husband, and sent by her father to 1ive rnrith
her grandmother. When the "grandmother left Lo help a dying
sister" (westin, p. 321 , the lB year ord had no prace to
stayr fto job and no money. She was told at the relief office
her "husband should be paying alimony,, (p. 32). when friends
who were looking after the babies while the woman searched
for work "went to the law', claiming neglect, the chirdren
were immediately taken, adopted out and never seen again
(tilestin' 1976 ) . For a variety of reasons, the 18 year o1d
could not adapt, try as she may. ,,By 1932 over one million
wives (and children) had been deserted. by out of work men,,
(Westin, 7976, p. ix).
For many, adapting to the environment did not come easy-
"what r remember most is what the Depression did to the
spirit of people" (tilestin, L976, p. rz7 l. ,,The suicide rate
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rose 25t in four years, 38 states crosed their banks ...t,
(Bauman & coode, 1988, p. 5). ,,Bank closed this morning-
Made guite a sad feering town,, (Hofstad, rg3l). ,,There was a
mood thenr lou just, lived from one day to the next, alurays
wondering what was going to happen next,, (westin, 1976, p.
201).
The women trho did exhibit resilient traits, urho managed
to ad.apt, seemed to share experiences around which themes and
patterns could be arranged. Three bord themes were
discovered that were repeated in the data: women networked
and supported one another, women worked and organized
themselves, and women were scapegoated. Regardless of the
theme that developed, women displayed resilience and.
adaptability. "Resilience is a guality inherent to all human
beings. . . it is our most powerful tool in our ability not only
to survive but to thrive" (o'Gorman, 1994, p. 10 ) . whether
resilience was innate or gained through the Depression
experience, in some way it helped women navigate their $ray
through the thirties. The most common theme centered around.
the 'networks and relationships' with which women supported
one another. For example, networks of ,, f emale f riends, tuho
shared a common experience in Settlement Houses and other
reform organizations "had mutual support and understanding
which they supplied one another" (Evans, 1989; Trorander,
1975). Women of the 1930s learned to rely on one another,
and on rerationships in their lives with other people,
parents, siblings , husbands, friends, and in raising child.ren
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and caring for others. They also found solace in their faith
(Evans, 1989; Hofstad, 1935; I,Io]ony, 1gg5; westin, 1g76).
Gladys Hofstad had extensive networks of friend,s, family, her
faith community and even strangers. She rarely spent two
days in a row without strreaking or visiting friend.s and,
acguai-ntances.
Using relationships as weII as skill to organize, women
raised their voices against the economic injustice of the
Depression. Togtether they set up larqe scale barter networks
and established charities for food, clothing, soup kitchens
and flophouses (Evans, 1989; Molony, 1995; orleck, 1993).
"From the late 1920's through the 1940,s, there was a
remarkable surge of activism by working-c1ass American
housewives.. .and poor wives and mothers,' who staged food
boycotts and anti-eviction demonstratiofrs r lobbying for rent
and food price control-s (Evans , lggg; Lesueur, lggli orleck,
1993 ) . Women needed one another to be in relationship with,
to help support one another through the horrendous times.
According to orleck ( 1gg3 ) , during the Depression years,
women organized on an leve1 unprecedented in the history of
the United States.
The third theme, vromerl being "seapegoatedr', took shape
in a sundry of ways. Women as workers did not get the good
paying jobs, and because they were women, the low wage jobs
paid them even less. Ivlost of the low wage jobs were work men
would not do, though women were accused. of "taking jobs array
from men" (Evans , 7989 ) . "Three million of the estimated
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thirteen million unemployed in Lg32 were women,, (Westin,
1976 ) - Historically, unemployed women were virtuafry
invisible. Rarely were they seen in "breadlines,' or at soup
kitchens. "It's an awful situation to have nothing to eat.
The veery air seems to become malignant, fear and defeat sit
in you" ( Lesueurr l-g34-1g3g r voI.25 ) . There were no
"flophouses" for women as there were for men. ,,where does a
woman go when she's hungry and out of work? A woman witl
shut herself up in a room until it is taken away from her and
eat a cracker a day and be as guiet as a mouse,, (Lesueur,
L977 | .
Women were scapegoated via the media which did not
recognize womens needs " One newspaper made fun of Eleanor
Roosevelt's efforts to support and raise public awareness
about the need for legislation to help women and children.
The paper referred to the white House as ,,becoming Hulr
House" on Pennsylvania Avenue (woloch, 1gg4 ) . The issues
women faced did not receive serious attention by med.ia or the
general public. Additionally women were scapegoated by a
society trho believed a woman's proper place was in the home.
In the patriarchial society of the 1930s, most women received
unequal treatment.
rheoretical /couceptual Framework The d.ata were
interpreted through two theoretical frameworks; the
Ecological/systems model, a social work perspective and
Feminist Standpoint Theory. The concept of resilience, as
1B
defined by experts in the fie1d, was seen through the filter
of both frameworks.
Ecoloqical /Systqms Theorv
Ecological/Systems Theory has grown out of the person-
in-environment perspective and t'he science of ecology, which
studies the rel-ations between organisms and thej-r environment
(compton & Garoway, 1gg4; Germain, 1991; Hepvrorth & Larson,
1993 ) - The conceptual framework looks at ,,relationship
between paired variables (does the environment cause the
person to behave in a certain way? ) .,, as opposed to a ,,cause_
and-ef f ect relationship,, ( compton & Galoway, 19 94 , p. 11g ) .
The ecorogical,/systems concept is strongly grounded in
"adaptabirity", both as individuals adapting to their
environment and the environment adapting to the individuals.
Germain (1991) stresses that "relationship is characterized
by continuous reciprocal exchanges or transactions, in which
people and environments influence, shape, and sometimes
change each other" (p. 16). Hepworth and Larson (1993)
eguate ecological theory with 'problem solving efforts. . .
directed to assisting people to adapt to their environments
(e-9., training them in interpersonal skills), or altering
environments to meet the needs of clients more adequat,ely
(e-g.. enhancirrg both the attractiveness of a nursing home
and the guality of its activities ) , or a combination of the
two" ( p. 267 | .
19
ist St int
Ferninist theories portray slightly different points of
view whil-e emphasizing issues re]evant to women. some
examples are, Iiberal feminism, radical feminism and social
feminism- Ivlore focused feminism includes cultural- feminism,
African Anerican Womanism, Iesbian feminism and global
feminism- At one end of the spectrum is lj-beral feminism
which helped outlaw sex discrimination and contest sexual
harassment. . . (saulnier, 1996 ) . some see it as only
addressing "vrhite-middre-c1ass privileged women, s need.s,,
(saulniert 1996, p. 19). At the other end of the spectrum is
radicar feminisrn, berieving among other things, that
patriarchy is the root of women.s oppression (saulnier,
1996 ) .
One of mElny feminist theori€s, Feminist Standpoint
Theory of fered another alternative. f'eminist Standpoint
Theory argues that, "knotrrredge is meant to be grounded in
experience" ( saulnier , 7996 , p. 140 ) . ,,A standpoint is a
position in society, involving a leve1 of arrareness about an
individual's social location, from which certain features of
reality come into prominence and from which others are
obscured. Standpoint theory begins with the idea that the
less pourerful memhers of society experience a d.ifferent
reality as a consequence of their oppression" (swigonski,
1994, p. 390). Though women were ress powerfur in the
Depression society, they were ripe with knowledge that was
grounded in their individual and collective experiences,
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"knowredge for knourredge,s sake is believed to be both
desirabre and possible" (swigonski, Lgg4, p" 3gg).
Conversely, Davis (1994) challenges the rationale of applying
many different theories to differences in one,s reality,
which is the essence of what standpoint theory suggests.
Application of rheories perhaps application of
Ecological Theory and Feminist Standpoint Theory may assist
in addressing the research question: what can we l-earn about
resilience from t'romen urho su::rzived. the Great Depression?
Numerous examples of survival have been cited. Ecologically,
the environment of the Depression ranged from homelessness
and flophouses to poor, poverty stricken individuals and
families, to conditions of just sunriving, getting by hand to
mouth. Women and families were forced to doubl-e-up and share
smarr riving spaces r or in some cases, forced by
circumstances to leave their homes. According to the
literature women did "adapt to their environments,, or
"altered environments to meet the needs,, (Compton & Galoway,
1994 ) . Altering the environment was seen at one level in
homes as furnj-ture, carpets , personal pos sess ions and
appliances were sold or repossessed. I{omen did what they had
to, "in evening an oId lady came and wanted to rent t'he two
corner rooms upstairs, so r rented it. (Hofstad, 1935),
including sharing their space with strangers.
Ecological theory is fi::mry based in adaptability
suggesting a relationship between "organisms and their
2t
environment characterized by continuous reciprocal exchanges,,
(compton & Galoway, l-gg4; Germain, 1991). According to the
literaturer women did adapt to the Depression environment
with reciprocal exchanges. They sewed clothes out of feed
and frour sacks, patching and re-using every scrap; they
supported one another in order to and survive the depressed
times - Depression women urent to work in historic numbers
through confusion of mixed messages about ,helping out, and
'the proper praee' of being at home. women supported one
another by organizing against high food and rent prices, by
bartering and by making personar issues public.
Ecologically, women adapted to their unfamiLiar environment
in every way possible.
what about women who courd not adapt to the ,new,
environment of the Depression? Where did the women fit in
who had exhausted, their resirience in the approaching
Depression years? Did women who were unable to adapt, who
left their homes. who could not find work, who lost child"ren,
or who were alone and unattaehed, lack resilience? The
range of ferninist theories and Feminist Standpoint Theory
would challenge and disagree. A patriarchal strongholdr ds
history tells us r dominated societal beliefs in the 1930s.
"rn societies where power is organized hierarchicarly (by
c1ass, culturer or gender) , there is no possibility of an
impartial, disinterested, value-neutral perspective..
(swignonski, L994, p. 388). rt could be argued that
patricharchy was a major contributor to women,s inability to
??
stay a float during the Depression. Imposing feminist theory
on the decade of the thirties would shed a much different
right on the times - How wourd. women of history have
tolerated the ,is*rs, that permeated their personal and
public lives, had feminist views been widely accepted? Hotrr
would race and class come into play amid the confusion and
desperation of the 1930s? Feminist St,andpoint Theory ,,makes
it possible to ask new guestions,, (swigonski, 19g41 .
Gaps and Limitations in fhe Literature The 1iterature
reviewed for this study offered an overall description of
what life offered many women in the Depression years. The
data covered coilImon themes of struggle and of doing what had
to be done to get by. Survival was addressed as the central,
most important need women and families faced. The literature
presented individual situations and stories of how families
coped physically, economi-cal1y, socia1ly, emotionally, and,
how the family structure faired. The literature failed to
demonstrate resilience as a viable, theoretical construct
which appeErrs to have played an enormous rore, both
individually and collectively, in women's survival during the
1930s. The sources offered no explanation about ,why' or
'how' these women chose to not give up. How was resilience
fostered? one hypothesis of this study supports a
'resilience factor' as a via-bIe construct, one that needs
extensive research in practice and theoryf particularily with
adults. Though research on resilience grows each year, the
Z3
focus is nearly excrusivery targeted. toward chirdren.
Certainly, this focus i-s pertinent to helping professions who
work with children and to assist in promoting and advocating
for the healthy devel-opment of children. There is little
room to dispute the importance of this research. Horrrever,
there appears to be a large gap in translating and
transforming the value of resilience into the lives of women
today' regardless of their age, status, cultural background,
economic situation or ed,ucation. Hypothesis: could teaching
women to recognize, become aware of and develop their ovJlr
resilience, result in higher serf-esteem, stronger coping
skills, and more careful thought about Ij-fe choices? These
gaps in the l-iterature need to be addressed. Teaching
resirience needs to be equated with the importance of
teaching academics in schools.
This study considers the gaps and explores variables
which may have add.ed strength to the lives of women in the
Depression. The study emphasizes the importance and
necessity of resilience in continuing to form strength in the
li-ves of women.
Summary The literature discussed great hardship and. meager
living conditions women and their families had to cope with
during the Great Depression. several definitions of
resilience are described. Ecological/Systems perspective and
Feminist Theory, were offered as ways of connecting women to
their innate resilience. Additionally, an hypothesis was
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suggested centering on the teaching and recognition of the
'resilience factor' as a viable construct for women. Chapter
three wilr address the methodology of the study.
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CEAPTER 3 : tdEtEODOLOcr
?f,hat can we learn about resilience from women who survived
the great depression?
Research Design This guaritative study employed a
descriptive design, using content analysis for the pur?ose of
analyzing the data. Iolotivation for the study carne together
on three levels. First, the acquisition of sixty years worth
of my grandmother's diaries and subseguent reading about her
1ife, secondly, a thirty year interest in women,s strengths
that have historically gone unacknor,rledged, and l-ast1y, the
concept of women as su:rrivors who are resilient and often
abre to "bounce back. ,, since my grandmother was a white,
urorking class lrromanr de previously noted, the study,s focus
reflects that specific lifestyle.
Literature searches were cond.ucted using the key vrords
women, depression, Great Depression and resirieuce.
The search yielded hundreds of articles and books. Sifting
through computer printouts, the decision was made to keep
only those sources that focused. on the Great Depression and
not clinical depression. Another choice kept only sources
whose time frame was within the decade of 1930-1940, and that
rel-ated to women . Several articles about re s i f i ence
resulted, though most related to children, as noted in the
literature revi-ew, a few sources focused on older women.
Using content analysis, the data was organized around. several
themes produced by the literature review. Research was
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considered non-exhaustive and, for the purpose of this study
as noted, focused on white, working class women.
Rationale for study As themes became apparent in the
literaturer so did knowl-edge about women of the Depression
era. The literature discussed numerous hardships, traumas
and horrific conditions with which women were forced to cope.
Flost working-cIass women had hearrlr role expectations plaeed
upon them by society, institutions and f amily. The skil]s
women possessed such as working and organizing, sewing or
bartering may have supported their resilience, hence their
survival. The literature produced data supporting the fact
that women learned to cope, to survive (Bauman & Coode, 1988;
Evans, 1989; Helmbold, 1987; Hofstad, L930). What the
literature was not able to articulate was "hor,v', women of the
Depression survived. This study offered data that reflects
"how" women made it through the thirties individuatly and
collectively. The study discussed "where" women,s resilience
came f rom and "what" or "who, helped them to su:-rive.
Definiug Variables For the purpose of this study the key
variabl-e was resilience. Ehe variable was measured by
obse:-ring through the literature, methods women used to
enable survival for themselves and their families.
Resilience was measured by women's ability or inability to
adapt and what they did to survj-ve. Sewing clothes out of
flour sacks or feed bags or remaking clothes from badly worn
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ones, bartering for food, rent or work, applying for relief,
standing in soup rines, taking in laundry or boarders, and
doing 'whatever it took,' demonstrated women,s adaptability.
Resilience was also measured by looking at women, s ability to
"bounce hack; buoyancyi recover strengths, spirits and good.
humor, etc. , quickly" (American Heritage Dictionary , 7gg3 ) ,
and to not give up. Exa-urples of characteristics of
resilience, to bounce back, were discussed in the body of the
paper- of the many variables that affected vromen,s su:rriva1,
the presence, or not, of supportive networks , rel-ationships ,
and organizing skills ranked high on the list. Whether women
had close family members or were disconnected, factored into
the resilience equat.ion.
Study Population The study populatj-on was gathered from
luritten historical documents. Several d.ocuments utilized were
primary sources 
' 
most were secondary sourees. Recorded in
the data was a myriad of characteristics women of the
thirties possessed. They were mothers, grandmothers,
children. sisters, married, unmarried, unattached, abandoned,
widowed, unemployed and employed. The women came from varied
ethnic, cultural and religious backgrounds and lived from
coast to coast across the united states. rn general, the
study population reflected a white working-elass lifestyle
and ranged in age from children to senior citizens.
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sanple For the purposes of this study, the units of
analysis were historical records depicting the Great
Depression and the decade of the 1930s. The sample also
contained units of analysis from published research. The
historicar data was gathered from a variety of sources
including journal articles, encyclopedias and books. primary
sources comprising personal papers, original case notes,
letters and diaries were included. A portion of the sample
was obtained through five literature searches conducted. at
Augsburg College in I'linneapolis, Iulinnesota, and at Saint olaf
and carleton colleges in Northfield, I'iinnesota. some
historical records came from the Social Welfare Archives at
the walter Librarlr on the university of l*Iinnesota,s
I*linneapolis campus. Units of analysis from this sample were
an archival book, Some 1ks Won 't Work ( 1930 ) by Clinch
calkins, and original cases notes, case studies qf
UneutE-I-oyment ( 1931). other resources were gathered from the
I"linnesota History Center in Saint Pau1 , Iulinnesota, where
permission was needed from a daughter to access her mother, s
personal papers, letters and other documents. Another
historicar source, sixty years worth of grandmother,s
diarj-es , was located at this author's home where most of the
research was conducted- AlI data in this study ccrme from
r,vritten coilrmunications, most of which is published. The
sample contained some forty sources and was used. to
investigate the depression years, resilience, and women,s
ability or inability to survive the times.
?9
l{easurement Issues Content analysis was chosen because it
aIlow for studying processes occurring over lonq periods of
time (Rubin & Babbie, rg93), which is necessary for arr
historical study. This method also provides for organizing
the data in categories and subsets (patton, 1gg7; Rubin &
Babbie, 1993). Content analysis limited the use of data to
recorded colnmunications. Suestions of validity were raised
about the existing data in that ,,measurements may not be
altogether valid representations of the variables and
concepts you want to draw conclusions about., (Rubin & Babbie,
1993f p. 419). Since the data in this stud"y is historical,
there is no way Lo validate or generalize the information.
For example, women depicted as resilient may not have been
resilient but simply following what they saw others do. One
cannot go back and ask these same women how they managed,.
Questions of reliability were present in the study.
Again, being historical, there wourd be no way to gage the
accuracy of the reported circumstances of any given situation
during the Depression years. Were some events under-reported.
or did the extraordinary events of the Depression influence
the way the information was reported? Harry Hopkins, a
government employed social- worker, sent other workers out
across the country to report back to him what they saw
happening. Some sources stated negative judgments were made
by those workers regarding the fastilies they observed, and
whether they were dese:-ring or undeserving poor. Hence, the
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reporting back was more exaggerated. (Evans, 1989; Trattner,
1994 ) .
It'l,easurement error occurs when the collected infor:mation
casts a false image of the concept being measured (Rubin &
Bahbie, 1993). From the standpoint that this studies, focus
includes only white-working-class women, the collected.
information may cast a false image regarding women of the
Depression years. That is, the information may sound as
though it refers to aII rilomen of the thirties. In reality it
refers to only the women who were part of the white-working-
class. fhis example indeed reflects measurement error.
Systematic error most likely occurred in the collection
process as well beeause of personal bias. In the author's
effort to share some of her grandmother's story, she may have
missed other relevant or valuable data. She may also have
searched closely for resilient factors white neglecting
factors that disputed resilience.
Data Collectiou The first task in the data collection vras
deciphering some one hundred fifty abstracts printed out from
the literature searches. Sources containing the key lrrords
resifience, Great Depression, womrrrr and any titles that
sounded applicable were pursued. Books and journal articles
through inner-Iibrary loan came from outside libraries.
Sources available at the selected libraries were checked out
or eopied. Sources at the Walter Librarlr and the l*linnesota
History Center were viewed, noted and or copied on the
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premises; the original sources were not taken out of the
facilities. Family diaries were located in the author,s home
where they became part of the sample. Initial reading of the
sample and data coll-ection began in october, 1996.
Collection of data occurred by recording on notecards any
quotes , sentences , phrases , word,s , s ituations r or portions of
individuals' stories that reflected definitions of the
variables. Key descriptive words and phrases such as
sxrength, f ortitude, resiJ.i ence r making d.o, keep going, no
choice, just went or:. r took each daJ, as it carne r and cour.age
are examples of what the author looked, for in determining the
usefulness of the data. Each source was referenced by title
and author with its own notecard(s). Info::uration, urord.s,
phrases, etc., from that article, book, diary or paper, was
recorded onto the corresponding notecard. In the process of
recording and collecting, several themes began to emerg,e.
Eight specific themes were then record.ed, onto a second set of
note cards. During the process of re-reading the d.ata a
second and third time, the author of the source and a page
number were recorded under the appropriate theme heading on
the second set of notecards 
-
Data Analysis When using content analysis, data reviewed
is limited to recorded communication onIy. rn this
historical study, information was gathered from written
eommunication which made content analysis appropriate.
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Several themes emerged during the literature revietr and
data collection phase. These themes or patterns depicted
women in several- Iights, the firsL three heing the most
prominent: 1l women had relationship networks, and supported
one another; 2l women were organized and organizers; 3 l
women were scapegoated and blamed primarily for taking jobs
away from men; 4 I women were Taborers; 5 I women were
disctiminated against or ignoredi 6 I women had strength and
fortitude' were seen as political su:rrivors i 7I unempJ oyed
women were nearly invisible, I I and women had a sense of
faith. These themes allowed the data to be pulled togeth€r,
organized and classified. For example, women in
relationship, networking and supporting one another, was a
motif noted in ten different sources. women being in
relationship appeared to play a primary role in sustaining
women's resilience. The classification of the data brought
together information that became the found.ation of the study.
Human Subjects Human subjects were not used as part of
this study, therefore no protection measures were necessarlr.
There were no pretest/post-tests conducted which lead the
Institutional Review Board to classify the stud.y,s status as
exempt from rRB review. one set of personal papers,
manuscripts and letters was hetd at the l"linnesota Historical
Society. Approval from the daughter of l-teridel LeSueur, who
was recently deceased, was needed for access to her mother's
papers. To that end, a consent form hras signed by this
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author and that family member, a copy of which is includ.ed in
Appendix A. Sixty years worth of diaries recorded by this
author's deceased grandmother was an important parb of the
study. Gladys Johnson Hofstad spent her young adulthood in
the Depression years, and rdas another source f or which no
permission or consent was reguired since the diaries belong
to the author.
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CEAPEER IV: FITIDII{GS
Overview The results of this study add information to the
current pool of sources describing the phenomenon of the
Great Depression, and its historicat impact on women. The
study shares the loss and desperation as weII as the stamina
and the strength displayed by women of the Great Depression.
Women experienced extreme hardship and demonstrated extreme
resourcefulness individually and collectively as they
journeyed through the Great Depression.
Findings of the study produced several indications of
strengths-based attributes in Depression women. The study
gave evidence, based on the literature review and theoretical
concepts, that various attributes aided resilience in women
of the Depression. The attributes supported resilience, and
resilience improved women's abilities to cope with adversity-
Attributes that surfaced such a.s r resourcefulness,
ability to bounce back, displaying courag'e, emotional stamina
and adaptibility ( cayton, Gorn & williams, 1993; Helmbo1d,,
1987; wagnird & Young, 1990), centered around, eight themes
that hecame apparent in reviewing the literature. The themes
were i wofien had relationship networks and supported one
another, women were organizerst were Taborers, were
scapegoated and blarrred f or taking away flrerf 's jobs r wornen were
d:scrrminated against, had strength and fortitude
politicaTTy, had a sense of f aith, and, if unemployed rrrere
nearly invisibLe. These framelrorks were merged to create
three distinct themes. The first focused on women forming
3s
relationship networks, both formally and informarry,
supporting one another. The second theme encompassed women
as Taborers and organizers, poriticarry, in faith, in
families, and in the paid rabor force. The third theme
explained t'romen as being scapegoated, discriminated against
and a.s invisibLe (Bauman, 19gg; Bennett & E]der, Lg7gi
Evans, 1989; Hermbold, 1gg7: Lesueur, L9g2i Moloney, 1995;
o'Gorman, 1994; orreck, 1993; Trolander, 1975; wagnird &
Young, 1990; tilatkins, 1993; westin , Lg7 6 and woloch, 19g4 ) .
Maj or Findings Findings of the study indicate that women
mobilizing su:rrival skills often occurred. in relationship
with others" The data clearly point to women,s strength in
organizing themselves around strikes and d.emonstrations while
being scapegoated and discriminated against. Women networked
and supported one another in bartering, Settlement Houses an6
in communities of faith, "many thirties women found church
offered more solace for their souls. If church could not
feed hungry bellies, it coul-d nourish many hungry souls"
(westin, L976, p. 24L1. The study found that women of the
Depression supported one another, often through suffering,
and found strength in the process. "...it,s the suffering of
endless labor without dream, eating the spare bread in
bitterness, it's being a slave rrrithout the security of a
sIave" (Lesueurr 1977, p. 8). Lesueur saw suffering not as
negative and passive but as "a source of sorid.arity,'
(LeSueur, 1982, p. 11).
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Regardless of whether women suffered family break-up,
children forced to leave schoor, moving in with other
fauti'ries, becoming emproyed or unemproyed, begging f or f rour
or food, asking to be put on rerief, they did so with support
of other women. Informal groups of women planted, qr:ilted,
protested, found solace in faith, and in countless other
ways 
' 
surrrived in relationship with others, "uncertain times
of the Depression decade drew women together in
companionship" (westin, L976, p. 243). some of those who did
not surwive, disappeared and/or committed suicide (Bauman &
coode, 1988; Evans, 1989; Lesueur Lg77; and Trolander, lg75).
The literature shows t.ime after time, year after year in that
decader many women were able to "recover their strengthr...
after being pressed or stretched,, (American Heritage
Dictionary , L983 ) . Though women suffered countless losses
they learned to keep going in spite of lh" times. women
"disprayed courage and adaptabirity in the wake of Iife,s
misfortunes" (wagnild & young, 1990, p. zs4). The findings
shour that women demonstrated resilience that was supported
through being in relat j-onship with other women.
Resilience The research explained resi-Lr ence and. protective
factars that are believed to insulate individ"uals from long
term harm. Several studies were d,one with childr€rlr who were
at risk of potential harm psychologically and/or physically.
The results seemed to indicate that when cert,ain protective
factors were present in a child's life, that child vras in a
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better position to shake off or withstand. harm. Referring to
adults who have survived potentially harmful childhoods,
O'Gorman points out, "d certain amount of stress strengthens
our psychological resilience and increases our abilit,y to
handre greater and greater chalrengies,, ( 1994, p. 3) .
other findings regarding resilience point to a
combination of many factors. The National Advisory I'Iental
Health council reports, "studies to date suggest that there
is no single source of resilience or vulnerability. Rather,
many interacting factors come into pray such ds r genetic
predisposition, social skills and self 
-esteem,, ( 1996, p. zzl -
According to the literature, social skil]s and self-
esteem were very much a part of women sunriving the thirties,
as was self-sacrifice. Self-sacrifice, putting one,s owLr
needs last and traditionarly providing psychological
sustenance for famj-ly members was a way of 1ife in the
thirties. "Although many families effectively sheltered
their members and remained in tact r . ..too many famiries
emerged from the sto:m physicarry and emotionarry
debilitated" (Bauman & coode, 1989, p. 93). self-sacrifice
was a nobre and religiously supported valued in the
Depression culture. Several stud.ies (Garmezy, 1986; National
Advisory Mentar Health council, 1996; Rutter, lggz) have
discussed the concept of stress/adaptation,
vulnerability/risk, rmlnera-bility factors /protective factors,
as being opposite sides of the same coin. Findings in this
study suggest that resilience/self-sacrifice may be opposite
3B
sides on the same coin. This perception aligns with the
research.
rheoretiear concepts The study also found that both
Ecological/Systems theory and Feminist Standpoint theory had
strong imprications toward resilience. Ecorogi-cal theory
studies the relationship between organisms, for the purpose
of this study that being women, and their environment, the
Great Depression. The conceptual framework looks at
"relationship between paired variables ( d.oes the environment
cause the person to behave in a certain way? ), as opposed to
a cause-and-effect relationship,, (Compton & Galoway, Lgg4, p.
118). Findings indicate a strong relationship between women
of the thirties and the times of the Depression. The
Depression environment caused women to behave in increasingly
resourceful ways 
' 
ways which they would not have behaved
under normal circumstances. For example, sewing clothing out
of feed and flour sacks did not normally occur for most
women. Purchasing fa^bric to sew with would have been the
usual routine.
Ecorogical/systems theorlr is stongry grounded in
"adaptability" both as individuals adapting to their
environment and the environment adapting to the individual
(Compton & Galoway, 1994). Adaptability was demonstated over
and over again by women of the thirties. They continually
"influenced, shaped, and sometimes changed each other,.
(Germain, 1991, p. 16). They adapted by organizing, by
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networking and developing supportive relationships. They
adapted by learning to live with much less in their l-ives or
to "do without" artogether, 'ruse it up, wear it out, make it
do or do without" (westin, L976, p. ix). women,s ability to
adapt, to stretch and bend with the times crearly
demonstrates their resilience.
Feminist Standpoint theory believes that, ,,knowledge is
meant to be grounded in experience,' (saulnier t 1996t p. 140),
and that, "Iess powerful members of society experience a
different reality as a consequence of their oppression,,
(Swigonski, L994, p. 390). It is clear from the literature
that women were considered less powerful than men and not
taken seriously. Women were scapeqoated and discriminated.
against during the Depression years (Bauman & coode, 19gg;
Evans, 1989; Helmbold, 1gg7; orleck, Lgg3). Because women
were discriminated against, they in turn had less power
"Rerief programs often discriminated against women by
refusing jobs to married women or providi.rg only
stereotypically female jobs like sewing, and paying then
especially lor,rr wages" (Evans , lg9g, p. 210). Women were less
powerful but were also ripe urith knowledger grorrnded in their
individual and collective experierlces.
Relation to Research Question The findings of this study
relate directly to the research E:estion, ,,what can we learn
about resilienee from women who su::rzived. the Great
Depression?, " in several ways. Resilience as a human
q
attribute, is sometimes a non-tangible concept. That is,
even though evidence of resilience was visible in the
survival actions of the thirties women, it was not a concrete
asset that could be heId. Women journeyed through those
traumatic years in ways that generated a plethora of stories
describing resilience. concrete evidence naming,,hor,,r"
survival was accomplished on the emotional level did not
surface in this study. lrlomen rrho survived the Great
Depression yielded a rich mixture of knowledge and experience
which will be discussed in the finar chapter.
summary This chapter has given an overview of major
findings in the research. It has pu11ed together the themes
that mterged from the literature, combining the data into
three specific Lhemes about women of the Depression: they
developed supporbive rerationship networks, they were
organized and organizers, and they were scapegoated. The
chapter ties together the data and the findings giving
relevance to the researeh question. Discussion of the
findings will continue in the forlorring chapter.
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CE.APTER V: DISCUSSIO}I
Key Findings As human beings r w€ are incredibly complex
organisms. At the micro level, individual cells combine to
work together, forming a biologically functioning system.
The systems work togeth€r, adapting to changes in their
environment, their "relationship is characterized by
continuous reciprocal- exchanges,, (Germain, 1991, p. 17 ) .
Each system has its job to do individually but has adapted so
that working together is not only possible but preferable.
At the macro level of individual human systems, women of
the thirties did adapt, comingr together to "influence, shape,
and sometimes change each other,' , ds Germain ( 19 g 1 , p. L7 )
recogrnizes in defining Ecological/Systems theory. Women did
an inordinate amount of adapting to and^ through the
Depression. Women were resilient. .. oprimarily because they
were able to maintain relationship with other women; this
appears to be the key finding. Networks of female friends
who shared common experiences had mutual support and.
understanding which they supplied one another (Evans, 1gB9;
Trolander, 1975 ). It was relationship and connection with
other women that supported and contributed to resilience.
Resirience was vitarry important then and is vitalry
important today for a1l- women of all agies.
Recognizing the value and importance of resilience as
well as the need for more researeh on resilience are also
important findings. If having the attribute resilience was a
major factor in survival for women of the Depressj-on years,
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what role could resilience play in the lives of women and
young girls today who may be out of touch with this piece of
themselves? How rrrould the resilience factor play into teen
pregnancyr or physical and sexual violence against women
today?
streugths and Limitations of study This study has
presented a focused picture of women of the Great Depression"
f t has obsenred and nauted women's ability to sur-rive as a
strength; a positive attrihute. The data has focused on
women of the Depression and has been examined through two
differing theoretical frameworks. A valuable strength
advanced by research on resilience, gives voice to the legacy
women of the Depression Era have discretely left. rt
behooves us as professionals to pay attention, and listen to
what we can learn from our foremothers who helped shape our
lives today. A final strength in this timited focus sees the
reviernr as one piece of a future, larger study, exploring
other groups of women and their sources of strength. The
theories presented have provided additional support for women
of the nineties and perhaps for women of the twenty-first
century.
There were several limitations to the study. Already
addressed in the body of the work, the limitation of validity
and reliability in the historical literature exists. The
study focused heavily on gaining positive experienee in the
negative wake of the Depression. The study included a fewer
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number of negative outeomes, limiting the balance of the
study. Using examples of women from the white working-class,
even with the added acknowledgment, leaves many other women,s
stories untold, a limitation of the study. The resul-ts of
the study are hard to generalize in that it looks at a unigue
period in time. rn today's society, there are numerous
social support systems in plaee which did not exist for women
of the Depression years 
- The study is also limited by the
large a.mount of data the Depression era covers. Each theme
suggested by the data could stand alone as a research topie.
rmplications f or social tlork poricy and practice
The data presented reflect the means women used to survive
the trauma of the Great Depression. As noted., the stud,y
defined resilience and observed how women utilized this
attribute as a su:-riva1 mechanism. The data offer positive
implications for both social work policy and practice. For
example, adapting the two theoretical concepts, Ecological/
Systems and Feminist Standpoint, could assist social workers
in their practice. Advocating for female clients as feminst
theory suggests, by helping them recognize the wealth of
knowledge and life experience they have, could build positive
self-esteem. fn doing so, women would be building up their
stores of resilience rrhich would sel:\re to better gruid.e the
choices they make " These concepts could be especially useful
with females rvho are unaware of their strengths r or believe
they have little to offer themselves or their community.
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Feminist Standpoint "encompasses social work's more inclusive
commitment to the empowerment of all oppressed groups.....and.
is an approach that is more consonant with the professional
values and goars of social work" (swigonski, l-gg4| p. 390).
Additionally, standpoint theory is person focused believing
"members of marginalized groups are valuable strangers to the
social order" ( svrigonski , 1994, p. 392 ) . standpoint theory
blends exceptional-Iy well with Ecological/Systems theory. As
swigronski ( 1994) states of feminist standpoint, it is ,a
scientific approach that recognizes the social bond and.the
reciproeal nature of interactions between people in social
contexts, would be more consistent with assumptions of social
work practice" (p. 388). These assumptions could advance
social work with teen pregnancy and physically/sexually
ahused or battered vromen by offering them strength, based on
their knor,rledge and their standpoint in life's experience"
From an ecological perspective of adapting to and having
reciprocal exchanges with their environments, women can Jearn
to adapt. women of any age not only learn from where they
have been, but can also gain knowledge about their own
potentiar, "...certain components of resilience can be
taught and reinforced, modeled and learned', (Guetzloe, Lggl,
P' 4).
Logically, ecological and feminist theories could be
powerful tools to impact public policy. I"lore research on the
effects of ecological and feminist theories as intervention
and practice tools needs to happen. The research should
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include any correlation between inte::vention and bolstering
resilience. The other pertinent piece of research needs to
examine the role rerationships, particurariry femare
relationships, play in fostering resilience outside the walls
of the Great Depression. The benefits of research on sociat
policy effecting women could have profound consequences,
intentionial and unintentional, in the tives and futures of
women of al-I ages .
Couclusious and Recommendations l{omen of the Great
Depression were su:rrivors. They reached into their inner
resources, and armost in spite of themserves and the
circumstances, continued to ,,make do.', They moved through
the Great Depression in ways women of the nineties often have
difficulty comprehending. Iv1any women of the thirties were
socialry active in their search for ways to ease the
stressful Depression years. Women moved individually and
eollectively through the thirties with incred.ible
resourcefulness and stamina. women have strength and
resilience. They are an untapped. natural resource. Women
are a powerful , intuitive human energ-y, many whom have
stoieally acqr:iesced in a longstanding patriarchial society.
Women are a force to be reckoned and reconciled with, in a
more balanced social st:rrcturer &s we move into the twenty
first century.
what have we learned f rom the legacy of ,,making d.o?,,
Can that history support women into the twenty-first century?
#
Strength inherent in depression women's stories of sur-rival
is vital to women today as is the opposite side of the
legacy, self-sacrifice. soeiety, rerigions, famiries and.
other institut,ions have helped promote the message of self-
sacrifice so well that in today,s society, it has become
pathologized as "co-dependency,'. The Johnson rnstitute
defines this co-dependency trait Ersr ,,a set of maradaptive,
compulsive behaviors learned by family members to survive in
a family experiencing great emotionar pain and
stress...behaviors passed on from generation to generation',
( 1987). A trait that at one time was useful and necessary
has become a way of blaming and vj-etimizing women.
Summary This historical review briefly described ski1ls
women utilized to support their resilience and survival,
during the years of the Great Depression. The literature
discussed the extremitj-es of hard,ship, loss and meager living
conditions many women and families experienced. This study
examined resilience and attributes that supported resilience
in women during the decade of the thirties. "Some of these
variables are extern aL/ environment,al and others are
internal-/ intrapsychic" (Richie, 19gs ) . the extern aL/
environmental traits were noticeably visible as women
responded to and interacted with what was happening around
them. The internal/intrapsychic traits were strikingly
evident in stories of suicide and withdrawal (LeSueurr l-g-17).
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The eoncept of resilience was defined and examined in
the light of two theories, Ecological/Systems and Feminist
Standpoint. Several studies on resilience and children were
used to support the concepts. Researchers in the field of
resilience believe children may be born with protective
factors that buffer rj-sk (Benson, 1993; Garmezy & Masten,
1986; Guetzloe , L994 ) . I'Ioloney ( 1gg5 ) suggests women's
stories have the potential to provide other women with
positive models of life experience. She goes on to state
there is a " fundamental underlying belief that all women in
our culture possess the potential for inner strength,, and.
that its developed "through living in the world,' (p. 104).
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